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GuitarZero Installation Crash Course 

 

During the installation of your GuitarZero circuit card, you will be making 24 connections to the existing controller 
circuitry. First, let’s review what signal is passing to/from each header you will be interfacing with. Pin numbering 
for this instruction set increases as you pass counter-clockwise around the board. 

Green Box 

These 8 pins are the “FRET IN” side of the GZ. They receive in the raw signals from the guitar controller’s fret-
board. (8-Wire Harness #2, Pins 1-8, Pin 1 is “top” in above view) 

Red Box 

These 8 pins are the “FRET OUT” side of the GZ. They will pass the modified signals out to the guitar controller’s 
main board. (8-Wire Harness #1, Pins 1-8, Pin 1 is “bottom” in above view) 

Yellow Box 

These three pins are the “STRUM IN” portion of the GZ. Raw strum signals (up or down) come in here. (3-Wire 
Harness, Pins 1-3, Pin 1 is “right” in above view) 



Blue Box 

These three pins are the “STRUM OUT” portion of the GZ. Modified strum signals pass out here. (5-Wire Harness, 
Pins 3-5) 

Orange Box 

These two pins are the power/ground contacts. (5-Wire Harness, Pins 1-2, Pin 1 is “bottom corner” in above view) 

 

Open the Guitar 

 

1. Remove Battery Door 
2. Remove Batteries 
3. Release fret-board radial clamp and remove fret-board. 
4. Using a T-10 Torx Bit with a manual driver, remove the 11 screws on the back of the guitar including one 

hidden beneath a “void warranty” sticker. 
5. Actuate the Release Lever near the Battery Door and slowly pry apart the two halves. 
6. Set the two halves on your work surface, open portions up. 



 

For 22 of the 24 connections required, you will be splicing into two ribbon cables seen here: 

 



Wire Harness Preparation 

For simplicity, I would recommend considering the total installation to be of four wiring harnesses. A 5-wire 
harness for power and strum-out splice, a 3-wire harness for strum-in splice, and two 8-wire harnesses for fret-in 
and fret-out. 

For each harness, I would recommend finding some female-to-female wire headers (I found mine at Adafruit), 
approximately 12 inches in length like the following: 

 

1. Cut this in half 
2. Separate into a 3-wire, 5-wire, and two 8-wire segments 
3. Strip the insulation back from the cut end to about half an inch. The header will interface to the 

GuitarZero CCA and the bare ends will be soldered to the guitar controller. 

 

GuitarZero CCA Location 

My Les Paul controller had a nice spot for the GuitarZero CCA near the bottom, neck-side of the body. Drill a 9/64” 
DIA hole near the top of the wall as shown for the LED and bend the LED leads to fit: 



 

Power Connection 

1. Remove the 2-pin power connector from the Main Board 

 
2. Cut the two power wires approximately 3 inches from the connector. 



3. Strip all 4 wire ends to 0.5 inch. 

 
4. Stage pin-1 of the 5-wire harness with the supply-side of the red power line: 

 
5. Slip some heat-shrink tubing (3/32” x 1” Long) onto the other end of the red wire and solder the lines 

together: 



 
6. Slide the heat-shrink over the joint and use a heat-gun or lighter to constrict the heat-shrink: 

 
7. Repeat steps 4-6 for pin-2 of the 5-wire harness and the black power line 

 



Strum Line Splice 

1. Cut the Strum ribbon approximately as shown: 

 
2. Strip all three wires at both ends of the cut (6 places total). Use care, these are some cheap ribbon cables 

used in here. 
3. Splice Pin-3 to the bottom strum line, Pin-4 to the middle strum line, and Pin-5 to the top strum line 

coming out of the Main Board in the manner described above (pro-tip, do not forget to stage heat-shrink  
prior to soldering): 



 
4. Likewise, splice the 3-Wire Harness to the 3 strum lines connecting to the Strum Board. Pin 1 of the 3-

Wire Harness connects to the far-right wire from the Strum Board, Pin 2 to the middle, Pin 3 to the left. 

 
 



Fret Cable Splice 
1. Cut Fret Ribbon approximately as shown: 

 
2. Separate and strip both ends of all 8 lines (16 places total) 

 
3. Splice on a 8-Wire Harness to each set of 8 fret lines, straight through (1:1, 2:2, 3:3, 4:4, etc) 



 
 

 

 

Wrapping Up 

1. Seat all headers onto the GuitarZero CCA. 
2. Restrain GuitarZero CCA to guitar controller case with electrical tape. 

a. Ensure LED is still visible through drilled hole. 
3. Fold wiring harnesses carefully out of the way of the case screw bosses. 
4. Carefully reseat the controller case and install all 11 screws. 
5. Reseat guitar controller neck 



6. Replace batteries and battery door. 
7. Begin use! (Please continue on to GuitarZero User’s Manual) 

Troubleshooting 

RED LED IS ON 

If you turn on the controller and the LED is red, the GuitarZero is in the Serial Communications Mode. Hold the 
following keys for four seconds to exit back to Play Mode: 

GRYBO, Up-Strum [Hold Four Seconds]  The LED will turn off 

I HAVEN’T BEAT THROUGH THE FIRE AND FLAMES YET 

The following controller inputs will prepare the guitar controller to play Through The Fire and Flames (Guitar, 
Expert) for you. The first enters Song Select Mode, the second enters Song Select by Color Code, the third is the 
Color Code for TTFaF, the fourth exits Song Select Mode, the fifth Readies Playback, the sixth Begins Playback: 

GRY O   [Hold Two Seconds]  LED blinks and turns yellow 

Down-Strum  [Press]    LED blinks and turns green 

O   [Press]    LED blinks and turns yellow 

Down-Strum  [Press]    LED blinks and turns off 

GRYB   [Hold Two Seconds]  LED blinks and turns green 

Down-Strum  [Press]    Song begins playback; press this at first note of song. 


